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Product Report: AI-based Predictive Maintenance and Scheduled Servicing with Forecasting Software
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Qualitative abeling of Machine Data
The AI software Deep Qualicision learns patterns in process data automatically by means of qualitative labeling and has been used to optimize the product life cycle as well as service and maintenance process for
machinery and plants in the age of Industry 4.0. The software is integrated into the PSI technology platform so it can be connected to other
PSI software products, in this case PSIpenta. The AI software offers
real added value by implementing predictive and automated service and
maintenance.
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Figure 1: Relevant criteria.
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Figure 2: Classification of maintenance requirements.
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Presentation at Hanover Trade
Fair 2019
The software was presented at the
Hanover Trade Fair 2019 in conjunction with its use in predictive maintenance of high-tech winding machines

Figure 3: High-tech winding machines at Kampf.
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